WHO KNOWS:-
Miss. Victoria Flook of Bristol, England was quoting from an extract of the South Coast Times undated but published between 1908 and 1919 that contained the following news item under the heading 'Coledale':-

'New waltz to be known as the Illawarra Waltz will shortly be published. It has been composed by Mr. George Phillips of Coledale and judging by the favourable opinion expressed by leading Sydney music critics, the production promises to have a ready sale.'

She would be delighted to receive information about that piece of music. Any helpers or suggestions?

MUSEUM SUPERVISORS URGENTLY NEEDED
It is approaching a crisis situation with the voluntary supervision of our museum.
Please if you have any time to spare on a Thursday or at weekends, contact Joyce McCarthy on 29 8225 or Margaret Christie on 28 0158

Best wishes to Henry McCarthy
The Society extends its best wishes to Henry after his recent major heart surgery.

The Letters of Rachel Henning

Have We Been Conned?

Readers would be familiar with that Australian literary classic, The Letters of Rachel Henning, which initially appeared as a series in the Bulletin during 1951-2 and was subsequently published in book form by Angus & Robertson in 1953, with illustrations by Norman Lindsay. In 1986 a full-colour illustrated version appeared. What most people do not realise is that the published letters are a 'deleted, distorted and defaced' version of Rachel Henning's original writings. As some of the letters